NEW LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR eRA COMMONS

Step 1: Please visit the eRA login page. Under "Login with Federated Account," please begin to type “Santa Clara University” and select it when it auto completes to that entry. Click "Login."
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Step 2: You will be taken to our single sign on page.

Login to NIH SP

The NIH Service Provider (SP) controls access by scientists, researchers, and collaborators worldwide to protected NIH systems and sites across all NIH Institutes, Centers, and Offices. To access resources protected by the NIH SP, external requestors are required to authenticate (often using multifactor authentication) and grant the release of a limited set of information such as name, email, and affiliation. (About NIH: The National Institutes of Health (NIH), an agency in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), is the medical research agency of the United States making important discoveries that improve health and save lives.)

SCU Username  e.g. BBronco

Password  Passwords are case sensitive

Login

Please note - passwords are case sensitive.
Step 3: Once successful, you will be prompted for Duo multi factor authentication. Note - if a student has not opted into Duo, they will need to in order for eRA's MFA login requirement to be met. Please have students not already enrolled visit our Duo getting started pages to begin that process.

Step 4: Then you will be taken (one time only) to a page asking you to link your Santa Clara University SSO account to your eRA-specific account:
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Once you have done this, you can begin using your SSO login to access eRA!